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17 Practice Tips That Will Instantly Save You 
Time and Skyrocket Your Progress.

          Hi I̓m Michael from ViolinExcerpts.com, which if you haven̓t checked   
          it out yet, is an online, educational resource dedicated to helping 
          violinists prepare for and have a positive audition experience.

                    And I̓m going to share with you 17 concrete tips and tools that I use   
          while practicing, that certainly can be applied to any string       
          instrument. Some of them, I̓m sure you̓ve heard of before, but I bet   
          you haven̓t heard of all of them, because some of fthem are kind 
          of crazy.

These 17 tips and tools are little practice hacks that will help you:

-Diagnose and Expose Problem areas.

--Isolate hands to fix inefficient movements.

-Change your perspective of “difficult passages.”

-Plan your phrasings to play more musically.

-Challange your brain and hands to work harder now, so that passages seem easy later.

-Increase your productivity in the practice room.

-Save you time.

Because, after all, wouldn̓t we all like to have more time to watch more cat .gifs, or take Because, after all, wouldn̓t we all like to have more time to watch more cat .gifs, or take 
longer naps or...

It̓s helpful to think about these practice tools like the training a marathon runner does 
when preparing for a race.  They make their training environment much harder by 
preparing in a high altitude where the air is much thinner. When it comes time to run the 
race in a normal altitude, it seems like a breeze.

They have a huge advantage over the competitors who have only run shorter distances, all They have a huge advantage over the competitors who have only run shorter distances, all 
at the same altitude, and are running all 26.2 miles for the first time on race day.
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